MIKA HASHIZUME

I never give up on the things
I want to do.
Mika grew up in the grand nature of Hawaii until he was

Despite of such seriousness, Mika also shows his innocent

sixteen, dreaming to be a professional soccer player.

teenage face. He is actually not good at dancing and whenever

As a kindhearted and caring young man, Mika has the role

he has dance lessons he seems down, and on the other hand

of a leader as the eldest in the group. “Even if thereʼs

he is often seen joking around with Caelan.

something annoying, I turn it into a joke to tell them rather

Mika also likes to take photographs, and “people” is his subject

than being emotional and upset” Mika says, and indeed

of interest. “I like photographs that express personality.

other members turn to him whenever something happens.

Usually I like taking photos of members having fun with each

Mika decided to join the group because “I played violin

other.” Meanwhile, Mika seems to play a big brother role in his

and ukulele since I was a kid, so music was always there.

private life as well, and teaches English to children when he

I wasnʼt sure if I had a creative gift, but I wanted to challenge

has time. Being also a model, Mika also knows a lot about

something unique through songs.” Following his motto ʻ

fashion, while surﬁng is part of his everyday life since he lived

Never give up on the things I want to do and canʼt help

in Hawaii, and his main means of transportation is skateboard.

loving,ʼ Mika says “Right now my motivation for music is

Yes, Mika has a very broad range of interest and this is also

the highest. I want devote much time as possible and try

true for his attitude toward girls. “When I am attracted by a

and showcase it in a high level.”

girl, Iʼm active to approach her” Mika says.
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